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100 years Reichmann at ISPO 2018

Reichmann presents a new edition of the
edge tuning wonder DTS-U Pro

As a special highlight to mark the company's 100th anniversary, Reichmann Ski & Board Tuning
presented the further-developed new edition of the edge tuning wonder DTS-U Pro at ISPO in
Munich. The new DTS-U II RACE thrilled trade visitors with its convincing additional features and
outstanding edge grinding results in the shortest turnaround time.
Uncompromising edge tuning with the DTS-U II RACE
The further developed edition of the Reichmann DTS-U Pro raises the edge tuning to a new
level. With the new DTS-U II RACE, no compromises are needed in terms of throughput,
handling and quality, says managing director Stefan Reichmann. Due to the modular
structure, the grinding machine adapts easily to customer requirements. The DTS-U II is
equipped with a precise and easily accessible angle adjustment for side and lower edge.
This allows flexible adaptation to the ski type and driving skills of the customer and a high
level of operating comfort. Another feature that impressed visitors was the new transport
system with binding-free transport. Since loading can be done simultaneously with lower
edge processing, even higher throughput is achieved.
New grinding disc "Edge Sanding Plate" for simultaneous removal of the sidewall
A special feature of the new DTS-U II is the newly developed Reichmann “Edge Sanding
Plate" for side edge grinding. This revolutionary grinding plate simultaneously grinds the
sidewalls when grinding the side edges and thus saves the operator time-consuming manual
work. As the trade fair visitors were impressively demonstrated, the grinding plate can be
exchanged without tools through a ceramic disc within a few seconds using the "SwitchFix"
quick-change system. A flexible and fast adaptation to customer requirements is guaranteed.
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Proven HQT technology for thrilled winter sports people
The proven HQT technology from Reichmann with simultaneous processing of both side and
lower edges in a single operation allows burr-free and ready to race ski and snowboards in
the shortest possible processing time. Winter sports enthusiasts benefit from the best driving
characteristics, long service life and maximum safety on the slopes. Stefan Reichmann,
Managing Director: "With the DTS-U II, sports retailers and rental companies thrill their
customers and save time and effort during the service process - a classic win-win situation".
100 years of grinding expertise "Made in Germany"
In 2018, Reichmann celebrates the 100th anniversary of the family-owned company based in
Weissenhorn near Ulm in Bavaria. For 100 years, the company's core competencies have
been grinding and cutting. To celebrate the anniversary, Reichmann invited customers and
business partners to a booth party on the first evening of the fair. Messe München also
awarded Managing Director Stefan Reichmann a jubilee badge.
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